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ON THE PROBABILITY OF INITIATING

A PERSISTh~T FISSTON CHAIN

by

George I. Bell and Clarence E. Lee

ABSTRACTI

We derive and discuss the integro-differentialequation
for the probability of initiating a persistent fission chain.

_ he probability is considered to be a function of space, en--
~~ [~Ygy, and time. For the time-independent case, we describe
.x~~ the SNP code, which is a form of the DSN code for efficiently%’=
.~O ~solving the nonlinear probability problem. Additional nu-
;==j~~~clear parameters which are required for this probability cal-
‘~~ I culation are noted, end the results of a fev test problemss—

~g: ~a~shom:

“~: ~.=

I INTRODUCTION

In his classic paper on the statistical behavior of neutron chains,1

Feynman considered the space and energy-dependentprobability of obtain-

ing, from a single neutron, a divergent neutron chain in a stationary

system. He showed that this probability satisfies a nonlinear integral

equation, the kernel of which is the same as that for the linear neutron

transport problem. Numerical solutions of this integral equation were

obtained for metal spheres of ... with one neutron velocity group by

Blocker2 in 1953. When Carlson devised his Sn method for numerical

solution of the transport equation, it was seen by Lee, Longmire, Goad,

and others that this method should be applicable to the solution of

the nonlinear probability problem as well, and a one velocity code was

devised for this pllrposein 1955 by Goad.

In this paper, we first derive and discuss the integro-differential

equation for the probability of a divergent chain, which is considered to

be a function of space, energy, and time. For the time-independent cese,
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we then describe the SNP code which is a form of’the DSN code f’oreffj-

c3.ently solving the nonlinear probability problem.

parameters required for the probability problem are

of a few test problems are shovn.

FUNDAMENTALEQUATIONS

We now derive an integro.differentia.lequation

of obtaining a divergent chain. The notation is as

The additional nuclear

noted, mrd the results

*

+A

for the probability

follows:

Let p(~,~,v$t) be the probability that a.neutron at position ~>

time t, with direction 6; and speed v produces a divergent

Let q(~,i?,v,t)

produce a Cti,vergent

Let cr(2J7,v,t)

a collision.

Let ci(~,fi~v,t

be the probability that such a neutron

chain reaction.

does not

chainsothatq=l.p.

be the probability per cm

3+$--lVfj ●00$
11

?~v~) be the

that the neutron widl have

probability that i neutrons
I

emerge from the collision having velocities v,+
V-2$2UQ to Viii’i*-LQl$ It iS

assumed that the neutrons emerge from the collision instantaneously.

Let =be a vector starting at ~and in the direction ?$ ~. ~-, and

let the intersection of ~and the fixed boundary of the

It is assumed that no material lies beyond ;s.

We can now write an inte@xiL equation which states

problem be ;s.

that the prob.

ability of no divergent

escapes from the system

collides somewhere, and

tiain$ q$ equals the probability that the neutron

without collision plus the probability that it

the resulting neutrons lead to no divergent .

chains. Thus (with ?: = ~’+ s~
b
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$

{J s
%32’C@j3’,v,t)= afp - ~ d~’}itv>t + v

r }
+
r

{J

+

J

s r?

+ ~ (@,?,v>t + $) exp -

}

Q@’~ C@’$?$vjt + ~

r r

The intefpxd.sover 3 or 2’”are taken along the direction (m of neutron

motion. Here the first term is the probability that the neutron escapes

from the system witiout collision; the second is the probability that the

neutron has a collision from which no neutrons emerge; the third is the

probability of a collision from which one neutron emerges but does not

lead to a divergent chain etc.

If we now differentiate q along the direction ~, we obtain an integro-

differential equation. Differentiating the righbhand side, we obtain from

the

the

is

z

.

exponenticils(differentiatedwith respect to lower limit of integration)

term +aq plus additional terms from the collision integrsls. Thus dq/ds

(2)
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This is

ject to

where Z

our fundamental equation for q(~,~,v,t). It is to be solved sub-

the boundary conditions that q(~s}?’vst) = 1 for ~~ ● ~ >0~

is an outward normal to the boundary surface at ~s. (Note that

if we deal with a re-entrmt system$ the boundary SUf ~ce can be t~en

well outside of the material boun~rye) ~idently a correspond% ‘q-

tion for p can be obtained by substituting q= 1 - P in Eq. (2). me

result is

la
~OGrnd p+-+

3 “w-u {U
dvhi?i+tcl(;’~’v,t+@,v:)P(~’@#st)

+ ● ** +JJ-..JJ
[(

dv~~+f ... dv~d?&i 1 - 1 - P(~}@##) )

● *e (1-
)1 }

p(;,7:,v;,t) + ● 00

with the boundary condition p(~~) =

In principle, Eq. (3) could be

little is known about the functions

sim@ification results if we assume

(3)

Oif Q4*~>0.

solved directly. However, very

Ci for fission,and considerable

that each fission neutron emerges

isotropically in the ~system and uncorrelated in energy with other

fission neutrons. Then each fission neutron has the probability f(v~)

of emerging with velocity V*$ where f(v’) iS tie no~ized fission

( )
spectrum ~f(v’)dv: = 1 . This 8.ssun@ion does not seem to seriously

4 5 ~jith this assumption, aci ~Ycontradict existing fission theories.$

he written (i > 1),.

Lr\!. = “’(i;ti;v,t)’f(vf)● CO f(v;),ul,(r~Q~v}L)ci (4)
.L



*
where crfis the fi~sion cross section and ci is the probability of i

neutrons emer~in~ from fission. Then the Ci term in Eq. (3) ~ecomes

[.(1.[ )i]af(F,F,v,t)c”;(”i;i+,v,l#)1 dvtf(vt)p(;,vr,t)

%-

[J

2
= G.c. i

i(i - 1)
dvtf(vt)p(~,vt,t)- *1

(J
dvrf(vr)p(~,vt,t)

11 )

~i(i- l)(i- 2)

(J

3

31
dvtf(vt)p(~,vr,t)

)]
+ ● *O ● (5)

Here p(~,v,t) = @k(F,?,v,t) ●

If we now assume that all collisions are either scattering (c~),

fission (cf), or absorption (aa= a - us - a+) and let z icy =T(~,7,vst)
J.

i=o ‘

and

~ i(i - :)::./i -n) fl .

i=o
i

Xtil(?,ii’,v,t)

(n+ 1)S ‘
(6)

then Eq. (3) becomes

[J 1
2

x#,l’v,t)

[J

3

f(vt)p(~,vr,t)dv? + ~ f(vt)P(2’,vt,t)dvt
1}
-000 # (7)

*
where c~ is c1 for scatter~ (elastic or inelastic). If one wishes to

allow for (n,2n) or (n,3n) reactions, the appropriate additional termsf

can be easily found from Eq. (3).



It is interest~ to note

from Eq. (7), one would obtain

as a time-dependent impx+ance

that if the nonlinear terms were removed

an equation in which p could be interpreted

function.
6

In fact, p could be tie eX-

pected number of neutrons in the system at some late time, tf, due to one

neutron present at time t. ‘!’osee this, let us write down the integral

eqwtion for ~(~,~,v,t;tf)$ the average number of neutrons in the system

at tf due to one at t (at ~with velocity V64). As in liq.(1), ~

-)

J
r

(J

-)
r?

‘&~l@t,F,v$t + v
ii(?J’,v$t;tf)= ~ ~) exp - ~ cJ(3’,?,v,t+ g

)

)&,,

r r

(8)

If we differentiate along the direction ?and assume uncorrelated fission

neutrons, we obtain Eq. (7) with x replacing P and ~ noflinear te~

missing (thus formally X2 = X5 = xi = O). Evidently the initial condi-

tiononfiisfi=latt =tf, and the boundary condition is fi(~~$ ● ..)=()

ifZ*?>O. Thus ~ has a different initial condition than p but the

same boundary condition.

Note that for large tf - t, X will be coqposed only of neutrons

from divergent chains. Thus the ratio~/p is the average number of

neutrons a.ttime tf in a divergent chain, whiti CS.11tiUS be found as a

functiionof F, ;; V, and t.



Let us now consider the form of Eq. (7) for a stationary system.

For such a case, ap/bt = 09 and the cross sections have no ? dependence,

although cs will be a function of (? ● ~’). We then have

E’~ grad p(~’?,v) =@-us
JJ

dv?d@tc (?$&V -+~’#)p(~,?f,V~)
s

[(- Clf(i?’,v)w’,v) m(a) .%_(m(F))2+ -(m(F))3. . ..]. (9)

where

fd~ = fdv’)d~’v’)dv’, (lo)

with the boundary condition p(~~)?”v) = O if ~ ● ~ >0.

Except for the terms jnvolving af, this ecyxxtion(plus boundary

condition) is identical to that for the neutron adjoint for eigenvalue

k. The equation for the adjoint has the fission term,

C@);(+)

k ()
fp(;)

instead of

where k Ls the eigenvalue. It follows that any DSN or other technique

for computing a neutron adjoint can formallybe made

probability calculation by introducing the nonlinear

place of(* - l)a~(fli?l).

applicable to a

terms of Eq. (9) in



THX SNP CODE

The SNT code is a straightforwardmodification of the new llSNcode%

which then computes probabilities for stationary systems and uncorrelated

fission neutrons; that is, it solves Eqo (9)2 Subikct ~ rigoro~ con-

servation of p(;,i?,t),using equations of reference 90

Previous experience with one-velocity calculations had shown that

straightforward iteration of llq.(9) was a very slowly convergent process

J?orsmall p. Therefore the SNP code starts by computing the adjoint k dis-

tribution (nonlinear term neglected), then multiplies this distribution

by a normalization factor to satisfy the integral of Eq. (9) over the

whole system. Tt then proceeds to iterate Eq. (9) but after each outer

iteration, it scales the solution again. This procedure appears to con-

verge ve~y rapidly, and the time for a p calculation is not ml~chlon~er

than for an ad<ji)irltk calculation. ~’heprocedure is now described in

more det~il.

In multigroup form and for spherical geometry and isotropic scatter-

@J Eqo (9) can~e~itten w

-i?ograd pg(r,v) + ac(r)pg(r,p) =Sg(r)s g= 1)2s ● -. G (III-a)

x
—

‘lhencw DSN code uses sli{thtlydifferent difference equations from the
1YV4coticdicrus~e~lillrcfelwnces ~ and 8 and enforces rigorous neutron
CO1lSC1’VatiO1le‘)

●

L
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z

Xi(r) .

- afg(r) (-l)i,~ P’(r)

i=2
G

= 2 CJ (r)pg,(r) + Qg(r)S,g+g ‘
g~=l

(llb)

and

1
(i

pg(r) =+
J

pg(r~P)dw2 P(r) =
2

fg,pg,(r), (llc)
-1 gl=l

with the boundary condition p (r
g max’~)

=o, l-l~o. We assume that not

more than five neutrons are emitted in fission. Although the abave eq-

tions are written for sphericsl geometry and isotropic scattering, the

SNP code can also be applied to planes and infinite cylinders, and a

first order anisotropic scattering approximation can

the same procedures canbe used for multidimensional

be used. Evidently

geometries.

The calculationbegins by solving the linear eigenvalue problem in

which Sg(r) is replaced by S;(r) where

G af (r)vg(r)P(r)
S:(r) = ~a

s,g-+gt(r)pg,(r) + k ●

.g~=l

(12)

Once this solution has been found in the usual DSN manner, we test to make

sure that k >1.

.
where A is chosen

(

If so, we then multiply pg(r) by the constant factor A}

so thaL



Xi(r)
● Pi(r)Ai-l.
T

(13)
.

AP(r) is then used as the first guess for the solution to Eq. (lJ-). ‘I’he V

purpose of this normalization is to insure that if AP(r) is used for com-

puting Q(r), then the integral of Eq. (ha), over angle and the volume of

the system, is satisfied. It is analogous to the scsling procedure8 which

has been found useful in ordinary DSN calculations. Qg(r) is formed from

AP(r) and usedas a ftied source inEq. (1.lb)

At the end of the next iteration, we have found

and we compute a new value of k as the ratio of

during the next

a newpg(r) and

new Z J aFvP to

iteration.

new P(r),

old

ZJ c7fvP. A new scale factor is determined such that the integral.of

Eq. (1.la)over the whole system holds when ~val.ues of pg(r) are used

throughout. Thus A is found from

~“&fg(r)vg(r)p(r) ~~ - 1) + ~ ~QG(r)@
g E3

5

ZJ 2’

~ Xi(r)
d%fg(r) (-1) ~ Pi(r)Ai-l,=. (14)

and this new value of APg(r) is used to compute Qg(r) which is held con-

stant through the next iteration. This procedure is continued untfi both

k and A are sufficiently close to unity. In practice, the first value of

( )A obtained from Eq. (13) is US-Y very far from unity~ b~i~ Q@cwy &

“3-10 , and to avoid difficulty in finding the correct root of Eq. (13), we
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0

J

have ignored the @ and higher terms

quent values of A are q~te close to

equation for At Eq. (14)$ is solved*

quite rapid, requirin~ only eight or

-.1$*

Data tiput for a SNP problem is

in obtaining this first A. Subse-

unity and for them> the quartic

Convergence has been found to be

so iterations on A to give p to

the sane as for a DSN problem except

that the

ditionsl

front of

element.

eigenvalue index is set to -1 (104 = -1 in new DSN), and the ad-

the absorption cross section in

These parameters are discussed

ADDITIONAL FISSION

Terre115 studied the probability of

the cross section table for each

in the following section.

PARAMETERS

obtatiing various numbers of

neutrons from fission. He found that all the experimental data on neu-

tron multiplicity could be fit by a universsl distribution. If Cn is

the probability of obtainimg n neutrons, he found

v

2’ 1
(v-T+l/2)/ae&/2dt

c =—
n Cl

$
211 -m

rx=o

with a = 1.08. With this distribution, Cn is only a function of ~.
co

have used the distribution to compute ~ n(n - 1) ... (n - m+ l)cn.
n=m

We

The

calculationswere performed by Mrs. J. Powers, and in Figure 1 are plotted

X2/2!V~ X3/3!~) X4/4!;) and X5/5!~ vs. ~. For use in the SNT calculation,

these numbers are multiplied by~uq and entered as the first four entries
-L

of each cross section table (they are

Macroscopic cross Gcctiollsarc formed

by the code in the USUX1 tTa.y.

entered for each material and groqp).

from these microscopic cross sections



ii

l?igure1 Fission pamuneters as functions of ~

TEST PROBLEMS

A number of problems were run with the code by R. Anderson for com-

parison with previous results. First of all, a very slightly super-

critical system was run for comparison with the linear problem. For

Gitnplicityin coNPNkLrti;inte~rtis} the system -S a one =UP unifo~

12



A theory for the very slightly sqpercritical case was sketched by

Feynmarifor the integral equation

group case, how the theory can be

groqps is straightforward. For a

will be smalls and in Eq. (11) we

approach. We here show, for the one

applied here. Generalization to many

slightly supercritical

ignore terms in p3 and

of p. Equation (11) can then be written

‘2 2
-tO grad p(r,~) = (c - l)p(r) -~P (r)~

system, p(r)

higher powers

(1’ja)

where we have set a = 1, c is the average number of secondary neutrons

per collision, and X2/2 the mean number of pairs. We consider the cor.

responding linear eigenvalue equations for the neutron flux n(r) and

adjoint n+(r):

-F” grad n~(r,~) =

i?” grad ni(r,y) =

where ni is the eigenfunction

(Ci - l)n~(r),

(Ci - l)ni(r),

(15b)

(15C)

correspondingto the eigenvslue Cio Assum-

ing, as is customary, that the functions n~(r,~) form a complete set, we

expand

m

p(r,p) =
z

ti~n~(r)u).

i=o

Substituting in Eq. (15a), we have

co

2 ai(c - c)n~(r) =
i

i=o
‘$(~ai<($-

(16)

(17)



Let us now multiply this by n~(r) and integrate over the volume. Since

n (r) and n+(r) are orthogonsl$ we have
J i

/

that the termNow in the p2 term within the titegrsl, one expects

()

2
aOn~(r) is the largest. If so, we may approximate Eq. (18) by

which for j = O gives

while for j # OJ

(19)

(20a)

n+(r).
J

(20b)

FroIuEq. (20a), we see that aon~ is of order (C - CO) which iS a very

smsll number for a slightly supercriticsl system. But Eq. (20b) &en



tells us that ajn. is of order

‘2
-J (c - CO)2 * (c - CO)2,

which is the square of a very small number.

tion

p(r)

tion

that aOn~(r) is a good approximation to

This confirms our assunp

P(r)~ ~d we conclude that

will be given by Eq. (20a) for very smaU c - co.

Note that Eq. (20a) is essentially a determination of a normalizz

constant or scale factor a ●o It differs fromEq. (13), which we

use for finding a scale factor first of aKl trivially, in that Eq. (13)

is in multigroup form and retains p3 and higher terms but slso essen-

tially in that in Eq. (20a) both numerator and denominator have been

multiplied by the weighting function no(r). This makes Eq. (20a) more

accurate for slightly supercritical systems, but if we wished to eqploy

such a weighting h practice, this would require an additional ca2cul.a-

tion of no(r) and very likely len@hen the calculation. Of course, for

a one group calculation, no(r) = n’(r), but in generaJ.

case.

SNP

was

A one group test problem (a 9.5 cm Oy sphere) was

code calculates p(r) in agreement with Eq. (20a).

found.

this is not the

run to see if the

Good agreement

1.’)
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